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What FM Should Sell – What Owners Need to Buy 
 

Enabling the core business of building owners should be the objective of every FM and Service 

provision firm. Everything that Corporate Services Functions and The FM market needs to focus on 

value add not the mindless price squeeze of the last 10 years.   

It is about Business Support Services; taking outsourcing back to its roots of doing things better than 

the in-house team whilst allowing them to focus on their professions and core business.    

The core business is enabled by an estate that delivers its occupants’ needs.  Almost every business 

will be enhanced by providing better environments to the teams that work in these buildings.   

FM needs to operate buildings rather than maintain them and create FM5.0. 

 

What does this mean? 

Wellbeing and health are the watch words of the last couple of years across home and office.  Yet 

very few clients ask for it.  The service a client buys is not compatible with enhancing the 

environment of their teams.  Various World Green Building Reports on Health and Wellbeing remain 

only known by niche experts although starting to penetrate mainstream discussion with FM 

leadership teams; yet clients how should clients procure this effectively?   

What FM should give them  Result 

More fresh air / less CO2 More productive, happier work force 

Better lighting More productive, happier work force 

Managed environment Temp, O2, people density, noise aware, IAQ controlled 

Rise of the Platform  

Microsoft, GE, IBM, Wipro and others are 

actively building monitoring and data platforms 

for the built environment.  As they collect data 

and assess it they will start to drive the built 

environment in every aspect.   

5 Year Prediction 

A major blue chip will sign 10 year FM deal with 

Tech Giant.  Tech giant will out task on demand 

maintenance and cleaning to FM at <2% 

margin.  FM to become Task Provider not 

Service Provider in a new version of a 

commoditised market that turns Mitie, Engie, 

Carillion etc into “Gig FM task providers”  

IOT DISPLACES FM 

FM Powers Economy 

Carillion develops the strategy and contracting 

structure that enables clients to buy what they 

really need; increased productivity and happier 

staff clients chose Carillion as the FM strategist 

of choice. 

5 Year Prediction 

A niche FM firm creates leading edge 

partnerships to deliver the new industry of 

Smart Estate Performance.  Now operating in a 

high margin world of enhanced business 

enablement margins rocket to 15% and clients 

see revenue per employee increase.  Traditional 

firms fail!  

FM & IOT DELIVERS PRODUCTIVITY  
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Higher uptime / fewer business 
interruptions 

Core business available form more hours per year 

Managed lifecycle Risks and opportunities understood 

Optimised real estate Only maintain / service areas that people use 

Condition based cleaning Clean site at the right frequency 

Condition based bin emptying Empty when needed 

Washroom Optimisation Clean and refill when it is needed 

Long term estate planning  Based on data gleaned over years of operation that displays  
how the estate is used 

  

Barriers 

Building owners and those that procure FM do not know how to buy more evolved services not do 

the large FMs know how to deliver or structure the deal.  Benchmarking is extremely difficult and 

beyond the procurement team’s knowledge or capability; in turn they ignore it and opt for criteria 

they can measure easily.  

If FM could convince clients, then it remains dependent on an account team delivering it and this is a 

stretch against current operations. They struggle to deliver their core contract requirements against 

very simple traditional models without upselling this dream; let alone making it real. 

Where informed and forward-thinking client teams exist this agenda is driven by them not the FM 

Provider.   As an example only a handful of companies ever ask for more air flow in the office.  Yet 

many know to ask for lower energy bills.  Unfortunately these 2 objectives are not compatible with 

each other.  

Enablers to get there 

To get to a place where we deliver what a business truly requires an Asset Management approach is 

needed and this starts with Strategy.  The building or estate strategy must call out the core 

objectives for the estate and in turn the objectives for M&E or cleaning will be clear.   

Get beyond energy projects.  Energy reduction projects are not necessarily the best use of time and 

effort.  For example increasing air flow (Oxygen increase per person / CO2 reduction per person) 

may deliver an increase in energy cost.  The increased productivity benefit more than outweighs the 

additional energy cost.  OR phrased another way the energy cost saved is a much lower gain the 

detrimental impact of the reduced productivity of client’s business. 

How 

The things clients really want are dependent on; 

• Educated and engaged service teams 

• Sensors to evidence performance and estate status 

• Long term aggregation of data 

• Client agreement and preparedness to pay for this partnership based service 

 

Capturing the data and understanding it is essential.  Forward looking building owners are getting 

there but normally only in their new estates and then allow older elements of real estate to fall 
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further behind.  The gains available are truly worthy of a CEO or CFO led discussions into real estate 

management. 

 

Conclusion 

Real estate operations too often lack senior enough buy in to change what is happening today.  The 

discussion simply does not feature in the C-suite agenda often enough.  Those who know how 

buildings operate rarely head up the corporate functions that deliver them and in turn struggle to be 

heard when trying to articulate what the real estate could do for the business.   Changing this 

dynamic to a discussion on what their buildings really should be doing for them will enable a 

transformation in how all people interact with their built environment and provide a significant 

return in productivity and happiness to those who work in our buildings.  

 

 

 


